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By Umberto Bacchi
LONDON, June 16 (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - Pro-choice groups plan to fly a drone carrying
abortion pills from Ireland to Northern Ireland in protest against restrictions on terminations on both
sides of the border, activists said on Thursday.
Organisers said the move was intended as a show of solidarity between women facing some of the
strictest abortion laws in Europe.
In Ireland and Northern Ireland, abortion is permitted if the mother's life is in danger. In Northern
Ireland, it is also allowed if there is a permanent or serious risk to a woman's mental or physical health.
But in the rest of Britain, abortion is legal up to 24 weeks into pregnancy and can be carried out at a
later stage if the mother's life is at risk or if there are indications the baby will suffer a serious disability.
"The abortion drone will mark the different reality for Irish women to access safe abortion services
compared to women in other European countries where abortion is legal," pro-choice groups behind
the protest said in a statement.
The drone drop, planned for next Tuesday, comes two months after a court in Belfast, Northern
Ireland, handed a suspended prison sentence to a woman who bought abortion drugs online.
Campaigners have long called for a relaxing of the abortion laws in Northern Ireland, where the
maximum penalty for inducing an abortion is life imprisonment.
In Ireland, a traditionally Catholic country, a complete ban on terminating a pregnancy was lifted in
2013 after large street protests from both sides.
In June a U.N. panel ruled that Ireland's regulations subjected women to discriminatory, cruel, inhuman
and degrading treatment after a woman complained she was denied treatment and forced to choose
between carrying her baby with a fatal congenital defect to term and going abroad for an abortion.
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Campaigners said the drone, scheduled to fly over the Newry River, will drop abortion pills which a
number of non-pregnant women are expected to take. Organisers said consuming abortion pills was
legal unless they were taken for the purposes of a termination.
"The purpose of taking the pills is to show they are safe because in the North (Northern Ireland) there
is a lot of scaremongering around the issue," said Courtney Robinson, a spokeswoman for Labour
Alternative, one of the four pro-choice groups involved in the protest.
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The protest is the second of its kind as Women on Waves delivered abortion pills from Germany to
Poland in June last year. (Reporting by Umberto Bacchi @UmbertoBacchi, Editing by Katie Nguyen.
Please credit the Thomson Reuters Foundation, the charitable arm of Thomson Reuters, that covers
humanitarian news, women's rights, trafficking, property rights and climate change. Visit
http://news.trust.org)
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celebrate her 52nd
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Reed stands out in a
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'My fiancée is going to
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with me:' Bethenny
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in pain on RHONY
'Those are some big
shoes to fill!' Lauren
Conrad weighs in on
whether she is the
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Stewart... while
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getaway
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'I'll never stop kissing
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Kim Kardashian
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'Wow what a night!'
David Beckham bursts
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51, wishes
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her assets after messy
beauty bash
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'Soul sisters': Bella
Hadid proves she and
sister Gigi have always
been cuties as she
gushes over their
unbreakable sibling
bond with cherubic
throwback snap
Aloha! Bryan Cranston
looks relaxed as he
strolls in Hawaii with
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The former Breaking Bad
star, 60, wore a pair of
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Jennifer Aniston
emerges as rep denies
pregnancy... claiming
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enjoyed a big lunch' on
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Theroux
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Dancing With The Stars
vets Alexa and Carlos
PenaVega are expecting
their first child
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Braless Heidi Klum
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night out in New York
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Leonardo DiCaprio, 41,
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Boho beauty! Chanel
Iman dazzles in a
plunging peach floral
dress as she treats
herself to some retail
therapy in NYC
Jeremy Renner shows
off his phenomenal
physique as he hits the
beach with mystery
brunette during sunsoaked Italian getaway

Actress Ann Morgan
Guilbert of The Dick Van
Dyke Show dies aged 87
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Dyke Show
Kendall Jenner admits
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Victoria Beckham
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leg as she poses for
high-end cover shoot
for Vogue Korea
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Make-up free Gwyneth
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fashion style in culottes
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boots during LA outing
Fresh-faced and flawless

Boho chic Alessandra
Ambrosio flaunts her
enviably toned tum in a
lace crop top and
matching sheer skirt
while enjoying an ice
cream
No stopping for Amber!
Heard speeds out of
exclusive lodgings in
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Range Rover as she
gets ready to testify
against estranged
husband Johnny Depp

Luck be a ROYAL lady!
Sophie Wessex,
Princess Mary of
Denmark and the
Duchess of Cambridge
can't contain their
excitement as their
horses win at Ascot
Gabrielle Union shows
some serious skin in in
a plunging jumpsuit as
she cuddles up to
husband Dwyane Wade
at car launch
Smitten display
TV's first lesbian kiss
is aired for first time in
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For the first time since its
release in 1974, the BBC
are set to stream Girl
Flirty Caroline Flack
flashes her cleavage as
she cosies up to Heart
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Gethin Jones in a
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Cheeky mood
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Letizia goes high
fashion in sexy trousers
and a fuchsia blouse as
she joins her husband
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A daring new look
Charlotte Crosby
looks smitten over a
baby as she arrives in
Sydney in a plunging
jumpsuit... after
revealing plans to give
birth before she's 30
following ectopic
pregnancy
Kickboxing queen!
Leggy Gigi Hadid puts
on athletic display in
thigh-high boots for
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campaign
Fierce!
Rolling on! Kyle
Richards helps her
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mind!' Bobby Brown
reveals details of
bachelor party orgy
before marrying
Whitney Houston
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Claims she faked
miscarriage

Moving on with a Bad
Girl! Calvin Harris
teases new Rihanna
video... hours after
deleting all traces of
Taylor Swift on social
media
Family fun in the sun!
Goldie Hawn attends
Maui film festival with
son Wyatt Russell and
his beautiful bikini-clad
wife Sanne Hamers

Like daughter, like
mother! Chloe Grace
Moretz and mum Teri
rock skinny jeans and
Vans slip-on shoes on
casual lunch outing

Oprah Winfrey shows
off 30lbs weight loss in
tight top and elegant
skirt at premiere of her
new show Greenleaf
She recently revealed her
amazing weight loss
Who are you calling
'four eyes'? Kendall
Jenner sports yet
another pair of funky
70s-inspired glasses on
Instagram
Going retro
Better luck next time:
Kylie Jenner attempts to
speak with the New
Zealand accent as she
hangs out with model
Cassidy Morris... but
instead sounds British
Scott Disick comes
face-to-face with Kris
Jenner's pal Todd
Kraines who he's been
impersonating for years
during sneak peek from
next KUWTK
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Is
homesick Corden ready
to quit U.S.? The Late
Late Show host said to
be keen to return to
Britain when £10million
contract expires
Pregnant Megan Fox
dresses her growing
baby bump in
comfortable summer
dress as she takes son
Noah shopping in LA
Always beautiful
Has NeNe Leakes had
another nose job? Real
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Housewives of Atlanta
star sparks surgery
speculation after
unveiling new look

A stiff line of
questioning! Selena
Gomez asks VERY
personal details about a
boy's manhood as she
plays sassy runaway in
The Fundamentals Of
Caring teaser
Top of the crops!
Charlotte McKinney
shows off her toned
tummy in tied baseball
T-shirt while stepping
out in LA
Casual but cute
Mario Testino insists
photographing the royal
family is very similar to
snapping NUDES
The photographer
compared the 'essence' of
the royals to nudes
Happiest place on
Earth! Kim Kardashian
treats birthday girl
North to family fun at
Disneyland as her little
princess turns three
Magical day
Does North West have
her own glam squad?
Kim Kardashian 'hires
daughter $5k a week
team including
hairstylist and
manicurist'
Shopping spree or
bust! Sofia Vergara
showcases her
bounteous bosom in
tight grey dress as she
splurges in Los Angeles

Pink Ladies reunited!
Vanessa Hudgens
flashes her chest in a
plunging top as she and
Julianne Hough
embrace at Grease: Live
Q&A event
A model citizen! Real
Housewife Joanna
Krupa stuns in sheer
dress as she returns to
her homeland for
fashion show in Poland
Wow-worthy appearance
Wigging out! Britney
Spears gushes over
getting another trim as
she posts a selfie of her
sassy new hairstyle
She's always in the
market for a new cutting
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edge look

'An all-white kind of
summer': Natasha
Oakley flashes a hint of
her toned torso in chic
ensemble as she strolls
down a piazza during
romantic getaway
in Florence
Turbans and belly
buttons... this is a
Disney navel revue!
QUENTIN LETTS' first
night review of Aladdin
This is a no-expensesspared stage version of
the 1992 kiddies' cartoon
Sleek in silver: Claire
Danes is sartorially
elegant in embroidered
frock at awards gala
honoring women in TV
and film
Homeland star dazzled
Fabulous in fuchsia!
Karlie Kloss stuns in
bright pink sun dress as
she cools down in NYC
with iced coffee
Supermodel made the
street her catwalk
Beanie Babe! Kristen
Stewart wears baggy
outfit and knit cap as
she grabs coffee in LA
She's known for her
casual day to day style

The queen! Natalie
Dormer is regal in
bronze and pink gown
as she's feted at Women
In Film Crystal + Lucy
Awards

Licence to frill! Cate
Blanchett cuts a demure
figure in a ruffled skirt
and polka-dot blazer for
the Women In Film 2016
Crystal + Lucy Awards
Always turns heads
Thigh's the limit! Kelly
Rohrbach dons
strapless pleated frock
to receive the Rising
Star Award at Maui Film
Festival

'That's your
contribution to the
world?' Pink hits back
on Twitter at trolls who
hacked her private
Instagram account

Crikey, she looks
different! Bindi Irwin,
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17, looks almost
unrecognisable in latest
social media post that
sees her experimenting
with makeup

Penn-y for your
thoughts! Sean looks
glum as he goes for a
walk in sweat pants in
wake of new film being
booed and laughed at
Beauty and the beat!
Jessica Simpson shows
off endless legs in
Daisy Dukes as she
teases upcoming album
in studio snap
Looked striking
Taking cover! Olivia
Palermo bundles up in
leather trousers and a
long wrap while on a
sunshine-filled stroll in
NYC

Cally Jane Beech
flashes some sideboob
in her slinky dress as
she cosies up to beau
Luis Morrison on glam
date night
Still going strong
Fresh-faced Sam
Faiers shows off her
natural good looks
before putting on a
leggy display during her
family holiday in Spain
Flawless complexion
What bad habits?
Jessica Alba cuts a low
profile in a trucker hat
with odd message as
she hits the gym in NYC
Took time out of her busy
schedule
Doting dad Jack
Osbourne helps
daughter Pearl tie her
shoelaces as they enjoy
an afternoon together in
Malibu

Is boyband star
Michael Clifford losing
his hair? 5 Seconds Of
Summer guitarist
reveals patchy hair after
bleaching it white
blonde
What has happened to
the boys of 5 Seconds
Of Summer? Four years
on the road takes its toll
on former baby-faced
teens... who admit
touring the world has
aged them
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'It hasn't been easy':
Karolina Kurkova
reveals she's still
breast-feeding sevenmonth old son Noah
The 32-year-old model
shared a make-up free
picture with Noah
Taraji P. Henson looks
sensational and fierce
in skintight ruched
leather dress at Women
In Film Awards
Style clung to her
amazing curves
'You're a liar!' Lena
Dunham beats Jimmy
Fallon at his own Box of
Lies game using a
bottle of Jack Daniels
whiskey and her A-list
acting chops
'Enjoy your life': Lil
Wayne flashes thumbs
up as he returns to work
for performance in LA...
just two days after
suffering multiple
seizures
Don't rock the boat!
Pregnant Blac Chyna
flaunts her growing
bump in tight white
dress as she gets rowdy
at trampoline park
Bumping along
Working on her beach
bod! Nina Dobrev
sports cutout leggings
for a sweaty fitness
session in LA
The Vampire Diaries star
looked ready to take on
another workout
Rashida Jones shows
her fashionable side in
an oversized navy coat
and shimmering white
top at LA store opening
The 40-year-old actress
looked stylish
Roxanne Pallett
flashes her cleavage in
an extremely low-cut
floral number as she
heads to a soiree in
London

'He said he was
single': Big Brother's
Jayne Connery finally
reveals what happened
with Chelsea Singh as
she confesses he
pursued her whilst in a
relationship
Back on track-suit!
Rita Ora shows she can
look just as chic
dressed down as she
dazzles in jogging
bottoms and a hoodie
Quirky spin
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